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ON THE SUPPORT OF A BIMEASURE AND
ORTHOGONALLY SCATTERED VECTOR MEASURES

HANNU NIEMI

l. Introd,uction Let S be a locally compact, Hausdorff space. By
tr 

"(S) 
we denote the linear space of all continuous complex-valued func-

tions defined on /S with compact support 1. Let K be a subset of S .

By ff"(S ; K) we denote the linear space of all functions f e /d"(S) such
that the support supp,f of / is contained in -l( . The topology of ld 

"(S 
; K)

is defined by the supremum norm and the topology of ld 
"(S) 

is the locally
convex inductive limit topology of the Banach spaces { 

"(B 
; L) relative

tothecanonicalinjections j": tr"(S;L)*tr"(S), LC S, Z compact.
The set of all Radon measures on B, i.e., the dual of ff"(S) is denoted by
tr"(B).

X'or two locally compact Hausdorff spaces S and T a bimeasure B
on Bx ? is defined as a continuous bilinear form B : tr"(S)x ff"(T) ---> C .

The set of all bimeasures on Bx ? is denoted by 98"(SxT) .

We note that bimeasures are especially studied in the papers of Morse
and Transue [5] and Thomas l9l. fn our earlier pa,per [7] we have used
Thomas's results on the integration of bimeasures in studying stochastic
möasures and their so-called covariance bimeasures.

In this paper we shall give a definition of the support of a bimeasure
and show that the support, of a bimeasure has some very similar properties
as the support of a Radon measure.

To justify our definition of the support of a bimeasure we shall consider
bimeasures defined by a Radon me&sure. By a bimeasure defined by a
Radon me&sure we mean a bimeasure B: tr"(S)x/d"(T)--->C for which
there exists a (unique) Radon measure p: tr"(Sx?) ---> C such that

B(f , s) - p(f@s) , f € tr"(S), I € ffc(T).
We shall show that in this case the support of the bimeasure B coincides
with the support of the Radon measure p .

1 In this paper -R stands for tho set of all real numbers ar.d C for the set of all
complex numbers,
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fn Section 4 we shall consider bimeasures B : t{ 
"(S) 

x /d 
"(B) 

-+ C with
the property that the support supp B of B is contained in the set /rr, :
{(s,s) eBxSl seB}. We shall give two charact'erizations of such
bimeasures. Moreover, we shall show that for such a bimeasure B on
B x S there exists a unique Radon me&sure pB on B such that

B(f , g) _ lruff g) , f ,g G trr(s),

and

f
B(u,u) : J 

uad,p,u

forall B-integrablepairs (u,u) offunctions u: S-->C, a: S-+C.
fn Section 5 we shall consider orthogonally scattered vector measures.

These vector measures are especially studied by Masani [4]. (X'or further
development of the theory of orthogonally scattered measures see e.g.

Sundaresan and Woyczynski [8] and Musial [6]).
We remark that in this paper we consider vector measures as vector

valued Radon me&sures whereas Masani considered them as completely
additive vector valued set functions. As an application of our results on
the support of a bimeasure we shall show that the basic results proved by
Masani can be proved for orthogonally scattered vector valued Radon
measures using the bimeasure theory. The basic idea in our proof
is the use of bimeasures B : t{ 

"(S) 
x ld 

"(S) 
--> C with the property

suppB C /"rr .

In this paper we use Thomas's 19] results concerning the integration
of bimeasures and vector measures. Thomas has proved these results
in the case of real scalars, but the results are valid even in the case of
complex scalars. The basic results concerning the integration of bimeasures
and vector me&sures are also presented in our earlier paper [7]. For con-

venience we here give references to both of these papers.

Note added in proof: We have recently learned that Varopoulos [10,
p. 8l] has given a definition of the support of a bimeasure.

2. The suptport of a b'i,measure. We begin with the definition of the
support of a bimeasure. Before stating the definition we introduce some

notation.
Let U (resp. V)beanarbitrarysetandlet E (resp. .F')bealinear

space of functions f : U--->C (resp. g: V-'>C). As usual, the tensor
product "Oo.t' is considered as the linear space spanned by the functions

fsg: UxV-->C, (fog)(u,a):f(u)g(u), ueU, aeV, f eE, g eF.
Moreover, let A C E and B C X. Then AsB stands for the set
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{fsg I I eA, g eB}. If B: ExI -->C is a bilinear form, then we

denote bV E the unique linear form defined.on EaF satisfying

E(f*s) : B(f ,s), f e E, s e I.
Throughout the paper /S (resp. f ) stands for a locally compact

Hausdorff space. If G1 C S , GrC T are open sets, then /{"(Gr)@/{c(Gz)
can be considered as a linear subspace of t"(S)a/d"(?) . Supposethat B
is a bimeasure on S x ? . Then we denote by El",r", the restriction of
b ro /dc(er)@/d"(Gr) .

Definition l. Let B: tr"(S)xtr"(T)--->C beabimeasure. The
sugrytort of B , supp B , is the cornplement of the union of the sets Grx G,

suchthat 81","",:0,where G1 C/S, GrCT areopen.
We recall that the support of a Radon me&sure p : ld 

"(S 
x 7) -+ C is

defined as the union of the complement of the open sets G C S x 7 such
that' pln: 0, where pln is the restriction of p, to the space /{"(G) .

We remark that the difference between the definitions of the support
of a Radon measure and of a bimeasure is the use of open rectangles instead
of arbitrary open sets in the latter definition.

The support of a Radon measure p : t{ 
"(S 

x T) ---> C can be also char-
acterized as the complement of the largest open subset G of B x 7 such
that Fle : 0 (Bourbaki fl, p. 661'z). We shall show that for every bi-
mea,sure B on B x 7 the complement of the set supp B is the largest

open subset G of Sx? with the propert,y El",*"": 0, if G, C B and
Gz C T are open sets such that Grx G, C G .

X'irst we prove some preliminary results.
Lemma 2. Let B:/d"(S)xtr"(T)-->C beabimeasureon BxZ

and,l,et 1{1 C S, KrC T becompactsetssuchthat KrxKrC Bx?\suppB.
Then there eti,st ogten sets Gi C B , :j : L,...,ffi, GtC f , k:1,...,%,
such tha,t

) Kr, \J Gf, ) K2
k:1

ln

UGi
j:1

(1)

and

(2) GtrxG! C Ex?\suppB,

j : I tr"rw, h_ I

Elri*c* - o 
'

,..r, % .

There erist continuous functions fi: B -+ [0,1], gn: T -+ [0, 1] such
that supp.4. C Gi, suppgr C Gt, j : L,...,m, k : 1,...,%. Further-
rnore,

2lltrless otherwise statecl we refer to the 2nd edition of Bourbaki [1].
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,n ?n(s) )f(s)
; _1 ; 

-1J:L J-L

(4) ZrUu{t) < I ushen t

Proof . By Definition I for
Gr(r , t) , Gr(s , t) such that
C Ex?\suppB and

€T, 
)rVuU) -l 

r'ahent €Kz.

every (s , l) e Krx Kz there exist open sets

(s, /) e Gr(s, t) x Gr(t, t), Gr(t, t) x Gr(s, t)

81",t",,) xG,(s,4: o'

Since Krx K, is a compact set, there exists a finite collection (su , tp) ,

k : I ,..., M , of points belonging to Krx K, such that the sets

Gr(sp,t)xGr(su,t) , k : L ,..., M, cover Krx K,. Let s' e Kr. Put

G'(s''' ) : 
ro,r.J], n,,pyGt(so''o''

Then Gr(u', . ) is open and s' e Gr(s', . ) . Moreover,

å1",u', . )x 6r(så,rå) : Q

for all ft such that, s' eGr(so,tu). Lel t" eKr. Put

Gr( . , t,) : 
{or, .*,u,roryGr(ru 

, ruy .

Then Gr(.,t") is open and t" eGr(.,t"). Moreover,

Elc,6u,tp1xG"(.,ttr'1 : o

for all ft such that t" eGr(so,tu). Let Gl,, j: 1,..., m, (resp. Gt,
Ic: I,...,h) be a renumbering of the different sets Gr(u',.), s' eK,
(resp. Gr(.,t"), t" eKr). Thenthesets Gtr, j:1,...,22, (resp. Gr,
k: I,...,n) form an open covering of K, (resp. Kr). Moreover, let
j e{1,...,ffi} and k €{ 1,..., n} be fixed. Then

Elo!,o! : o,

since for every (s,f) e GtrxG! there exists at least one lc'e{I,...,M}
such that' (s 

' 
r) e n'?r-'ålr*'Iir",',ri)u;,1!-:;T:""t"'

Thus the sets GI , j :1,...,rn, Gt, k:1,...,h, have the desired
properties.

The latter part of the lemma is a direct consequence of a result proved
in Bourbaki ([1, pp. 43-44]).
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Theorem 3. Let B: tr"(B)xtr6(T)->C beabimeasure. Then
B x \sap.p B i,s the largest open subset G of B x T with the proytertg

bl",r.,:o forattopensets G1cs, GzcT sunhtha't GrxGrCG.
Proof. Suppose that G1 C S , GzC T are open sets such that

GrxGrC Sx\uppB. We show that El",*",:0. Obviously it is

enoughtoshow that E(fag) : 0, if fag e/d"(Gr)o/d"(Gr), f e /{"(Gr),
ge/{c(Gz). Hence,supposefhal f e/d"(Gt), ge /dc(Gr) anddenote

Kt: supp"f , Kr: suppg'

By Lemma 2 there exist open sets G{ C B , GtC T and continuous func-
tions S: B+ [0, t] , gni T -+ [0,1], j : | ,...,rn, k: I,...,fr,
satisfying the conditions (l)-(4). Since

fss _
j:I k:\

we get

Effssl :
j:7

n4

Z rr Uif)a(sugD : o
7- _1nl- -L

Thus Blr,*r,-0.
Suppose that GC Sx? is an open set

all open sets G, C ,S , G, C T satisfyitg the
showthat GC Sx?\suppB. Let (s,f) €
exist open sets Gr, C ,S , G, C T such that (s

such that El",*r,_ 0 for
condition GrxGrC G. We
G Since G is open, there

,t) eGrxGrC G. Therefore

Bi",r", : o ,

thus (s , f) is a point of the complement of supp B . It follows that
G C /S x \supp B , which proyes the theorem.

Let p: tr"(SxT)--->C bea Radonmeasure. Werecall t'hat' p(f): 0,
if /(s, f) : 0 for all (s, f) belonging to the support of p (Bourbaki

[1, p. 63]). In the following lemma we state an analogous result con-
cerning bimeasures.

Lemma 4. Let B:/d"(S)o{"(T)-->C beubin?,easure. If f e/{"(S),
getr.(it) and,if ("fegx",t):0 foraII (s,f) esuppB, then E(feg):0.

Proof. Let e > 0. Denote

Kl sopp,f , KL : supp g
and

U:{seBll"f(s)l <u}, V:{teTl ls(r)l <u}.
Then the sets B\U C K'r, 

"\I/ 
C K', ate compact and (S\U)x (\Z)

C S x \supp B . Thus, by Lemma 2, fhere exist open sets Gi C S ,

Gtc r , j : I,...,ffi, k: I,...,n, such that
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vG{" )S\U, vGf; )"\Z
j:t h:t

and

El-, r:0, j:1,.,.rm, k:1,...,n.'ctxc,

Moretiver, therd exist continuous functions fi : S --> [0 , l] , gu'. T *
[0,1] suchthat suppfl C Gtr, suppge C Gr,, j : I,...,ffi, Ic: 1,...,tu,
and such that the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied (rwite 1(1 : S\U in
(3) and in (! Kr: 

"V 
). It follows that

tnt tn

p,f fil = tft, lå,','nl = tst,

,nl ln

f -Zf,fil .2e, ls luuulj:7 k:L

and

."pp (/ - ålr) c K'. , sopp (s - il nr) c K;.

Since the bilinear form B : tr"(S)x /{"(T) -+ C is continuous, there exists
a constant M*,,,*", such that

lB(h,hz)l . Mx;,r,, sup lårl sup lfr2l

for all h, e /{"(S ; K'r) , h, e t{"(T ; Kr) . It follows that

lB(f , s)l a(r,r - 2,n sr)l . lr(r - äl ,,,å; nr)

+

a 2Mr,,,'.,,supl"fl u + 2Mxi,r,.,suplgl e.

Thus E(fsg) : B(f ,g) :0. The lemma is proved.
Let p : /d"(S xT) --> C be a Radon me&sure. fn this pa,per we denote

by supp p the support of p. We recall that p is an element of the
o(,,//"(SxT) , /d"(S x ?))-closed subspace spanned by the Dirac measures
d(,,0, (s,f) esuppp, i.e.,

{ dr",o | (s , t) e supp p }rt ,

where the orthogonal complements are taken in the duality
(trc6xT) ,.il"(SxT)) (Bourbaki fl, p. 7ll). fn the following theorem
we state an analogous result concerning bimeasures.

t( 
f1 r,,i,nsr)
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We recall that the set of all bimeasures on B x ? is denoted by

95"(BxT). In the following lines we use the notation ä"19rf1 :
tEl ne4"(sxT)\.

Theorem 5. Let B::tr(S)x/{"(T)_>C beabimeasure. Then

fr . {fsg e/dc|,S)@/dcg)l (feil(s,l) :0, (s,l) e suppB}1,

where tlte orthogonal compl,ement'i,s taken in the dnnli,ty

(äc6xT) , ld"(s)@/dcgD .

Proof. Let B beabimeasureon ,Sx?. ThenbyLemma4wehave
b(fss): 0 for all fog etr"(B)o{.(?) such that (/egxs,,) : 0 for all
(s , l) e supp B , which proves the theorem.

Remarlc. Let A C B x T . In this paper we use the notations

ar(A) : {s erS I thereexists I eZ suchthat (s,t) eA},
nz(A): {teT lthereexists seB suchthat (s,t)eA}.

Theorem 5 can also be formulated as follows. Let B: {"(S)xtr"(T)--->C
be a bimeasure. Then

F . {{ ö" I s ezr(suppB) }iqt ö,1 t ezr(supp B) }t}',
where the orthogonal complements (from left to right) are taken in the

dualities (tr 
"(S), "t/ "(S)), 

(ff 
"(T), 

tr 
"(T)) 

and (0 
"(S 

x T), tr 
"(S)@ 

ff cg)).

3. Bimeasures d,efined, by Rad,on rnect'sures. Suppose lhat p: /d"(SxT)
-> C is a Radon me&sure. Then the bilinear form B : {"(B)@{"(T)--->C ,

B(f,g)- p(fss), f €trr(S),U €ffcg),(5)

is a bimeasure on Sx7 . On the otherhand, if B : Y"(S)x tr"(T)-> C

is a bimeasure on B x ? , then there does not always exist a Radon me&sure

p on Bx ? such that (5) is satisfied (see e.g. Edwards [3, pp. 93-95]).
Definition 6. Let B: /{"(S)x:r{"(T)--->C beabimeasure. If

there eri,sts a Rad,on rneasure p : :/d 
"(S 

x T) ---> C such thq,t the equation
(5) is satisfdeil,, then we scrA that B can be ertenil,ed, to a Rad,on nreq,sure or
that B i,s rtefinert by a Ra,ilon rneasure. If B : :r{6(B)x:/{"(T) --> C is
abimeasure whi,ch is il,efined, by a Rad'on nlect'sure and' if 1t is a Radon rneasure

on S x T satisfying the equati,on (5), then we say tlrut p, is a Rad'on ertension
of B.

Remarlo. Let us say that a bimeasure B on S x 7 has the property
(C), If the linear form E: ffr(B)a.%'6(T)--->C is continuous, when the
space /d"(B)@Jf c(T) carries the topology induced by /d"(SxT). A bi-
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me&sure is defined by a Radon measure if and only if it has the property (C).
Suppose that a bimeasure B on B x ? has the property (C). Since the
space /d"(S)@/dc(T) is dense n ldc(S x ?) (Bourbaki [, p. S3]), the linear
form B : tr 

"(S)otr "(T) - 
C canbe extended by continuity Lo acontinuous

linear form defined on /d"(SxT) ot equivalently to a Radon measure on
B x ? . Conversely, it is clear that every bimeasure defined by a Radon
measure has the property (C). Moreover, since /dc6)@trc(") is dense in
ff 

"(S 
x T) the Radon extension of a bimeasure defined by a Radon me&sure

rs uruque.
Theorem 7.

is defi,ned by a Radon
B , then

Suppose tha,t a b'imeas,ure B: ffc(S) * tr"(T)-->O
n?ectsure. If Fa 'is the (unique) Rad,on efrtension ,f

suppB - suPP1zr

Proof. X'irstweshowthat suppB C supp1.rr. Let (s,l)eBx?\supppr.
Since supp pu is a closed set, there exists an open set G C Ä'x ? such that
(s,l) eGC /Sx\supppr. Moreover, we c&n find open sets G1 C /S,
GzC T such that (s,l) e GrxGrC G . By the definition of suppla
we get

B(f ,s) : p"(fag) :0
forall f e/d"(Gr), ge/d"(Gr). Therefore

Ei",,o, : o ,

which implies that (s , l) e B x ?\supp .B .

On the other hand, let (s , f) e 19 x ?\supp B . By Definition I there
existopensets GrCB, G2CZ suchthat (s,t)eGrxG, and

Eir,,", : o .

Since B and T are locally compact Hausdorff spaces we can choose the
sets G, and. G, such that their closures G, and. G, are compact. Let
he{"(BxT) besuchthat supphC GLxG, andlet e}0. Sincethe
space tr"(B)xt"(T) is dense n /d"(BxT) (Bourbaki [, p. 83]), there
exists an open relatively compact set U ) supp h and a function
h"etr"(S)atr"(T) such that suppå" C [/ and

sup lå - h"l < e

(Bourbaki [, lst edition pp. 55-56]).
Denote Kr : zr(supp å), Kz : nz(sapp å) . Then the sets KL and

K, are compact and K, C Gr., KzC Gz. Therefore there exist, continuous
functions hr: B -+ [0, l] , hr: T -+ [0, l] such that supp å, C Gr,
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suppft,zCGr, år(s) :1, seKr, hr(t):1, teK, (Bourbaki[],
pp. 43 - 441) . Since å" e ld c6)@ ld c(T) , it has a representation

p

h" : Srup@ao.

Define h| e ld 
"(S)otr "(T) 

by setting

h: : h"(hrohr) : fn'uo@hrau,
h:l

Then supp(hruo) C Gt and supp(la, au) C G, for all k: 1,...,p. Thus

h

Eth :2 E@ruua,hran): o.
h:L

Moreover,

sup l h(s , t) - h!"@ ,t) l

(s,r)esxf (s,t)€SxT

+ sup lh"(s,t) - n'"6,t) 
1

(s,r)€Sx?

< e * sup lh"(s,t)-h'"1s,t11
6,t) e KLx K2

1e * 2e,

since

h'"(s , t) : h"(s , t) when (s , t) e Krx K, and

lhl"@,t11 < ll,"(s,r)l when (s ,t) # KrxRz.

Since the linear form pu: ff"(SxZ)-> C is continuous and since the set,

GrrGrC Sx? is compact and suppå C GrxGr, suppåi C GrxG2;
there exists a constant M > 0 such that

lpu(h)l <lt "(h-h)l + ltru(h'")l < 3Me-r 6tn)l \Me .

Since the constant M does not depend on the choice of t ' we get
pu(h):0. Thus (s,l) eSx\supp lts, which proYes the theorem.

4. Bimeasures concentrated, on the iliagonal Let S be a locally compact

Hausdorff space. Denote

/s,s : {(s, s) eBxB I s eB }.
In this section we consider bimeasures B : { 

"(S) 
x /{ 

"(B) 
-> C satisfying

the condition

(6) suppB C /r,r.
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Our aim is to show that in this case there exists a Radon me&sure Fe on
S such that

B(f ,s): Ifoor"J
for all B-integrable pairs (f , g) and l]''at B is defined by a Radon me&sure.

x'irst we recall how the integral of a bimeasure is defined (for the details
see Thomas [9, pp. 144-145] or our paper [7, pp. 20-22]).

We remark that we use the same terminology as Thomas, i.e., we use
the terms integral, and 'integrable when Bourbaki uses the terms essenti,al,
integral and essentially integrable.

If p is a Radon measure, then the set of all p-integrable functions is
denoted by St"(p) .

Let B beabimeasureon sx?. Thus B isacontinuousbilinearform
defined on tr"(S) x tr"(T), so that the linear forms B( ., il : :t"(B) ---> C
and B(f , .) : ld r(T) -' C , which are defined by setting

B(.,9)(h)- B(h,g),

B(f , .)(lt) - B(f , h) ,

arecontinuousforall ge ffc(f), f e
p;t trr(T)*n"(S) and Ftn: trr(S)

ttL@)- B(.,9),

lt'"(f) - B(f , .) '

h e tr"(S) ,

h € tr"(T) ,

tr r(S) . Define the linear mappings
, ,til c(f) by setting

g € tr"(T) ,

f € trr(S)

If the space .//"(B) (resp. tr"(T) ) carries the topology o(//"(S) ,tr"(B))
(resp. the topology o("/4"(T) ,tr"(T)) ), then the mapping p,u (resp. p!s)
is a continuous linear mapping, i.e., it is a vector mea,sure with values in
tr"(B) (resp. in tr"(T) ). Moreover, the set of the p'u-integrable functions
is

sL7rt") : n sL@ff,.))
leffc$)

If h e gLfuL), then the integral of å with respect to pL is denoted by
t h dpL or by B( . , h) and it satisfies the conditions

(7)

and
I hdpL € n,(s)

: I hdB(f,.)(r, I hdr+ forall f € tr"(S)

Similarly, the set of the pt.-irltegrable functions is
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(8) sL@b n sL@(. , s)) .

g.ff6e)

The integral with respect fo pL of a function h, e gL@L) is denoted by
thdpL orby B(h,. ) and it satisfies the conditions

I oor, e "/tcg)
and

Q, I napL) [ nan1.,al forall s e /dc(r).

Definition 8. Let B beabi,meas,tneon Sx7.If thefunctions
/: S---C and, g; T-C satisfytheconil,itdons

(i) f e sLGr!"), g e 9LU'L)

(the Radan nl,easllres B(f , .) e "4/"(T) q,nd, B(. ,il e,/{"(S) are thus
d,efinerl) ,

(ii) f e sL@(.,s)) anit, s e sL@(f ,.)) ,

(iii) [ tant.,A : I taa(f ,.) ;

then we say that the pai,r (f , g) is integrable with respect to the bimeasure
B or i,n sh,ort B-i,ntegrabl,e and, il,enote

B(f ,g) f sanff,.): f fou(.,il.JJ
Now we go on to the case of bimeasures B : /{ 

"(S) 
x tr 

"(S) 
--> C

satisfying the condition (6). n'irst we prorre a lemma concerning arbitrary
bimeasures. The lemma is proved by using a result due to Morse and
Transue [5]. X'or that rea,son we first introduce some notation.

fn this paper we denote by / +(S) (resp. by t +(f) ) the set of all lower
semi-continuous nonnegative functions /: S+.R+ u {oo} (resp.
g ; T --B+ U {oo}), where,B+ : {r eBl r > 0}.

Let B : { 
"(S) 

x /{ 
"(T) 

--> C be a bimeasure. Define

B*(h,k) : sup lB(f ,g)l when lt' e /*(s), k e 1/*(T),
tlt<h, tct<h

leJf c$) eeffce)

B*(h , k) : inf B*(f , g) when h: S ---> R+ , k: T --> R+

" 
g'lki't''}*,', are arbitrarY functions'

T.ef B be a bimeasure on B x ? . We recall that Theorem 7.1 of Morse
andTransue ([5, p.494]) statesthatapair (/,g) offunctions f : B--->C ,
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g : T _>C is B-integrableif/ e sL@b, s e sL@b) andif B*(l/1, lsl) < .o
(see also Thomas 19, pp. 146-1471).

Before stating the lemma we note that the characteristic function of
a set, ,4. is denoted. by Xo .

Lemma 9. Let B: tr"(S)xtt"(T)->C beab'i,measure. If UC S

and, V C T are rel,atiuely compact Borel sets, then th'e pair bfu , tfu) is
B-i,ntegrable.

Proof . X'irst we note that, by the relations (7) and (8) it follows that

Xu e 9tcjt'u) and xv e 9L(p'u) . tr'urthermore, let G1 C S and Gz C T
be open relatively compact sets such that a C Gt, V C Gz . Since

B : i{ 
"(S) 

x ld 
"(T) 

-+ C is a continuous bilinear form, there exists a constant

M>0 suchthat

lB(f ,s)l < M sup l"fl sup lsl

forall f e/d"(B;Gr), gef"(T;Gr). Thus

B*(x",,)k,) < M.

Moreover, it follows from the definition of B*(yu , yy) that

B*(tfu , x,i < B*(r,e,, xe") '

The lemma follows then by the result of Morse and Transue mentioned
above.

The following theorem is important for us.

Theorem 10. Let B: tt"(B)xtr"(B)-->C be a bimeasure on

BxB. If
Bb(.t,, x,,t,) : o

for a,ll rel,atiael,g compact Borel sets AL , Az C B such that A1 a A, : Q ,

then tkere erists a un'i,que Rad,on nl,ea'sure pu : i{ 
"(S) 

---> C such that

B(f , s) : pa$ g)

for atrl f ,g . tr"(S); where (/S)(s) : /(s) g(s) , s €,S.
Proof. First we construct the Radon measure ps . The method is

analogous to the standard method used for example in Bourbaki [f , pp.
164-1681 or by Thomas 19, pp. 106-1071.

Let K C B be a compact set and let U be a relatively compact open

subsetof B suchlhat' KC U. By Eu we denote thelinearspanof the
characteristic functions of the Borel sets A C U. The topology of Eu is

defined by the supremum norm.
X'or a Borel set A C U we define

in : B(xn , x,n) .
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We show that the linear mapping p : I u --> C defined by setting

p(h)

then, by assumption,

Therefore

- 20uk:\

nsLk:1

iook:l

an Pau , if It, Xou € 8, ,

is continuous. X'irst, by assumption the support of the Radon measure

B(.,Xd is containedinthecompactset U; thus B(.,Xd isabounded
Radon measure (Bourbaki lf , p. 70]) . Moreover, if

p(lb) -

nsLk:t

n

Zou
k:1

an xeu e 8, ,

f

J xou dB(

(e) Ip(t)l < llB( .,xdll s,'p xnu

which proves the continuity of p .

By Eu we denote the closure of Eu in the linear space of all bounded
functions f : U ---> C carrying the topology defined by the supremum norm.
Since the mapping p: Eu-->C is continuous, it can be extended to a
uniquely determined continuous linear mapping p t Eu ---> C . Since
{"(S;K) C A" (Bourbaki [, p. 162]) we get, by restriction, a linear
mapping p.: tr"(S ; K) - C, which is continuous if the space tr"(S ; K)
carries the topology defined by the supremum norm.

ft follows from the way of defining the mapping p i t"(B ; K) ---> C
that its values remain the same if we had chosen, instead of the set U ,

another open relatively compact subset of S containing the compact
set K.

It follows that the mapping pu : ld 
"(S) - 

C ,

puff) : p$) , f € trr(S) ,

is a continuous linear mapping, i.e., pa is a Radon measure on B .

Moreover, it follows from the construction of the Radon me&sure Fa,
that

(10) I xed+a: fro

for all relatively compact Borel sets

Next we show that
A C,S.

forall f ,g € trr(S)B(f , g) _ ttuff g)
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Let K,, C B be compact sets and let U C /S be an open relatively
compact set such that Kv LC U. It follows from Lemma 9 that all
pairs (u,u) eErxEu are B-integrable. Thus, we can define a bilinear
mapping B' : ErxEu--->C by setting

B'(u,a) : B(u,a), u,u e Eu'

We show that B' is continuous, if the space Eu carries the topology
defined by the supremum norm.

X'irst we note that B(. , Xd is a bounded Radon measure, since

supp(B( .,Xd)C i. Moreover, if

then, by assumption,

B'(u , a) -

It follows that

lB'(u , a)l -

a _ \oruxoru e 8r,
k:t

Z ,Z-ot, ,zu B(f,eti , x,e2p)
j:L k:1

,nn

Z ,Z-ott azu B(f,,etin Azn , xetjn Azn
j:1 k:\

ln

u : Z-ou Xe11 ,
; _1
J-L

(1r)
I

fztJ j:l k:r

lB( ' ,X,)ll

ari azn xALjAAzndB('

lm n

supl> \o,aznXe
I i:l k:7

, X,u)

Ufr Azn

lrn

lJ-t

which proves the continuity of B'

sup i oru xA,"
k:7 'tv

The continuity of B' implies that it can be extended to a uniquely
determined continuous bilinear mapping 3' : Eux6u_->C .

We show that the restriction of B' to the space tr 
"(B 

; K) x ld 
"(T 

; L)
coincides with B .

Suppose f e/d"(S;K). Clearly, B*(l/l , lc'l) < oo for all u eEu.
Thus, using again the result of Morse and Transue ([5, p. 494]) mentioned
above, we see that the puit ("f , o) is B-integrable for all a e Er. X'urther-
more, since the function f can be uniformly approximated by the functions
of E, (Bourbaki [1, p. 162]) it follows from the definition of the bilinear
form B': Euxgs-->C usingtheRadonmeasure B(.,u) Lhat

B'(f ,a): f f d.B(.,a), a e 8u
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X'urthermore, since the pair (f , a) is B-integrable, we get

B'(f,a): f ad,B(f,.), ueEu.

As above, we see using the Radon measure B(f ,. ) that

r
B'(f ,s): J tdB(f ,.);

thus

B'(f ,s) : B(f ,g)-
Suppose f et{"(B;K), ge:f.(S;L). Weshowthat

B(f ,il: puffil.
Let e>0. Then there exists u,aeEu such that supla-/l <e,
sup lo-gl < e and sup lal < 2sup lgl (Bourbaki fr, p. 162l); thus

luu-fgl < lua-fal + lfa-fgl < 2esuplgl + "supl"fl 
.

On the other hand, since z ,It e Eu, there exist the representations

u' - ,Zou Yeti ' 'u - .Z.oru xezh'
j:L -r h:L

Moreover, by the relation (10) rve get

B'(u , u) : i, .2.oy azn B(yeti , Xe2p)
j:L h:t

_ ,ä -äou azu B(/,euA Azn , xetln e2u)
j:L h:L

,nn

å .2.ou aru frorin Aznj:L h:\
f: 

I ä räati 
azn xeu^Azndtru : I ^ 

dtru,

where

' 
: 2'Z'o" o'u xt"ne'o'

Therefore we get by using the relations (9) and (f l)

lB(f ,il - puffill < I B(f ,g) - B'(u,a)l .ll hdp"- paffs)

< 2 ellB(. , xv)ll (sup I/l 1 2 sup lsl) ,

which proves that B(f , g) : p"(f g) .
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The uniqueness of the Radon measure Fa follows immediately from
the relation B(f , g) : paff il for all f ,9 e tr 

"(S) 
.

The theorem is proved.
Next we show that the conditions stated in Theorem 10 are satisfied for

all bimeasures B on BxB for which suppBC 1."r.
Lemma lt. Let B:/d"(B)xtt"(T)-->C be a bi,measure. If

1{C B, LCT arecompactsetssucht}tat KxZC Sx\suppB, then

B(x,*,xz) :0.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 9 the pair 0k, tl,-) is B-integrable.

Therefore it is enough to show that

J r"dB(x*,.):0.
Since Kx.L iscompactandsince KxL C Bx?\supp"B, thereexist

by Lemma 2 relatively compact, open sets Gi C S , GtC T and'continuous

functions fi: S---[0,1], gni T ->[0,1], i:1,.'.,ffi, k:1,'.',%,
such that the conditions (f )- (4) are satisfied' Denote

GL: "Gl , Gz: " Gt,
j:L k:L

h':
mn

Zfi, h" - }gu
; -1 k:LJ-L

Note that Gtx G, C
Let h e /{c(T)

that

(12)

E x ?\supp B , suPp h' C

be such that K x supp h C
GL and supp fr," C G2 .

Ex?\suppB. Weshow

l rd,B(xr<,.) : o

Denote uh: B(.,h). If ge/{c6),then

lrrl(ls): sup

,'!,å!1,,

By Lemma 4 we get B(f ,h) : 0

for (s,l) €suppB. Therefore
the condition

(goh)(s,t): 0 for (s,f) e suPPB.

Furthermore, since h' 2 X* > 0 , h' e tr"(S) and since (h'eh)(s,f) : 0

for (s , f) e supp B we get

lrr(f) | - sup lB(f ,l4l .

,'!'ä'!,t,

for all f e tr ,(S) such that (/s g)(s , t) : 0

lrrl(|il : 0 for all g e /{ c(S) satisfyittg

lrrl(xå
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Therefore

[ 1nd,B(.,h.): 0.
J

Clearly, the pair (Xx,k) satisfies the condition B*(Xx,lhD < oo, thus
it is B-integrable, which implies that

I naug*,.1 : e.
J

Denote vx : B(X,x,.) . As above,

lr*l(xr) < lr*l(h")

Since hi e/d"(T), h" 2 0 and Kxsupph'C Sx\supp3 we get,
using the relation (I2),

l, ol(h') - ,iln,,
t effcQ)

Therefore lr*l(Xt) : 0, thus

[ ,tou(ro, .) : o ,
J

which proves the lemma.
Lemma 12. Let B: /d"(S)xff"(T)-->C be a bimeasure. If

UC B, V C f arerelp,tiaelyeompactBorelsets.suchthat UxY C Bx?\
supp B , then

B(x,u,itu) :0.

Proof. Note that by Lemma 9 the pair (Xu , Lv) is B-integrable.
Therefore it is enough to show that

I rrou(ru,.): o.
J

Denote yu : B(Xv,.) . Let e ) 0. Since 1n e ?r"(ar) there exists
a compact set Z C 7 such that

lrul(zn r) < 
"

(Bourbaki [r, p. r52]).
Denote vr.: B(. , Xz) . As above, there exists a compact set K C U

such that

f tdB(xo,.)l : o.

It follows that
lrrl(ru\K)
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and, using the fact that the pair (Xu , Xr) is ,B-integrable,

I xu dB(xu, . ) I x' dB(xu ,. ) 
I

I xrdB(xu,.) I x,odB(.,xr) I 
:

IxrdB(.,x,t) Ix,xdB(.,x)l . t.

I x,dB(x,,.)

+ ll xudB(.,xr) I xodB(.,x,)

+ lt x*dB(.,x,r) I = 2e,

Moreover, since Kx.t is a compact set and since KxZ C Bx\supp B,
we get, using Lemma ll and the considerations made above

which proves the lemma.
Lemma 13. Let B: /d"(S)x/d"(S)->C be abimeasure oz ,Sx,S.

,I/ supp B C lsxs and, if IJ , V C S are relatiael'y compact Borel, sets, then

B(xu, Xv) : B(xunr, Xunv) .

Proof. Note that by Lemma 9 the pairs ()tu , X,) and (76rn, , Ivnv)
are B-integrable.

If UAV:A, then

UxV C BxB\1"*r C Sx\suPPB'

Thus, ip thiE case we get by Lemma 12

B(xu,)tu): o.

It follows that in the general case we have

B()t, , xu) : B(xon, , )tu) * B()tunrt\q, xv)
: B(\guny , Xv) : B(xunv , Xunv)

* B(xvnv, /rn1syu1) : B(xonv, Xunv) ,

The following theorem is one of the main results in this pa,per.

T h e or e m 14. Let B : /d"(S)x tr"(S) -> C be a bimeasure on

BxB. Then suppB C /r*" if and, only if there erists a un'dque Rail'on

nleasure p" : /d 
"(S) 

--> C such that
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(13) B(f ,g) : p"(f g) for all f ,g e tr"(S).

Proof. It is clear that in case the Radon measure (tp on B satisfying
the relation (tB) exists, it is uniquely determined.

Suppose the bimeasure B on BxB is defined by the relation (13),

where ps isagivenRadonme&sureon B. Then lg:o forall
f ,g etr"(S) sucHthat supp,f nsuppg:A. Thus B(f,g):0, which
proves that supp B C /r"" .

On the other hand, if B : /{ 
"(B) 

x /{ 
"(S) 

-+ C is such a bimeasure that
supp3 C /"rs. Then it follows from Lemma 13 that the assumptions
stated in Theorem l0 are satisfied, which proves the theorem:

The following characterization is a direct consequence of Theorem 10,

Theorem 14 and Lemma 13.

Theorem 15. Let B: tr"(B)xs{"(S)--->C beabimeasure oz SxB.
Then supp B C /s*s if a,"d only i,f

B()h,, xe,) : o

for all relati,aelg compact Borel, sets AL, Az C S suclt', that A, n Az : A .

Next' we consider some special properties of the bimeasures B on
B x,S for which supp B C /r*" .

Theorem 16. Let n: *"157xtr"(S)--->C beabimea,sureora Bx,S.
ff supp B C lsxs , then B is defi,ned, by a Rad,on rneosure.

Proof . ft is enough to show that the linear form .å : tr 
"(B) 

@ .f 6(S) --+ C

is continuous, when ffc@)@/dc6) carries the topology induced by
.{"(S x S) .

Since supp B C l"rs , there exists by Theorem 14 a unique Radon
measure Fa on B such that

. B(f ,g) : pnffil forall f ,g e #"(S).
suPPose 

o :Zfo"gh e /tc(s)@/dc6).

Then

Moreover, since
fl

Zfosu e /d"(S) ,
h:L

and. since pu is a Radon me&sure on B , there exists a constant J4 such
that

E@ : 
),a(fo, e) : r"(2!rnr) .
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tB(h)l - sr)

It follows that

lB(h)l - en@)

ffnogn)(s , s')

which proves the theorem.
Let B: /d"(S)x:/d"(S)--->C be a bimeasure. The following theorem

gives a characterization of B-integrable functions in case supp B C lr*r .

For the theorem we recall some definitions.
Let p be'a Radon measure on S. A function /: B-+C is called

local.l.y p-integrabletf f g e9t"(t) forall ge /d"(S), Weremarkthatfor
alocally p-integrablefunction /: B-+C themapping f .p: ./d"(B)-C,

ff . tt)(s) g G trr(s) ,

is a Radon measure, which is called the measure wi,th ilensi'ty f with resltect

to p (for the details see Bourbaki [2, pp. 4l-44]).
fn the proof of the following theorem we use a result proved in Bourbaki

12, p.471. ft, states: X'or a Radon measure p on B and for a locally pl

-integrable function u: B -> C one has f e 9r"(u . p) if and only if
u f e gL@) ; and in this case

Theorem 17. Let B: /d"\S)x/d"(B)-->C beabi,measureoz BxB.
Let supp8 C /s*s anillet pu betheuni'queRaÅ'onn'Lea,sureon B satisfyt'ng

B(f , g) : prff g) for all f ,g € trr(S)

Apai,r (u,a) of functions u; B--->C, o: B-+C is B-integrableif an'd'

only i,f u anil, u are locallg p"-i,nte,grable and' u a e gLfuu) . In this case

1,"(ztr

: f tedP'

f rd@.p): f ruilp

ln

I e:r

ln
seS lh:Ll; (åtr*n-) 

I

M sup li
(s,s') eSxS | å:1

Proof. Since

B(f ,s) -
we get

fB(u,u)- I uudp".
J

p"(f g) forall f ,g € trr(S),

B(f,.) _ f .ltu a,rld" B(.,g)- g.pn,
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when /,g e/fc(S). Moreover,itfollowsthatafunction zr: B-+C is
locally pu-integrable if and only if it is B(/, . )-integrable for all f e /d 

"(B) 
,

or equivalently, if and only if it is B( . , g)-int'egrable for all g e ld c6) .

Therefore w is locally pu-integrable if and only if u e gL}rL) , or
equivalently, if and only if w e 9t"(p'u). Moreover, in this case we get,,

using the result of Bourbaki 12, p. 47] mentioned above,

Suppose the pair (u , a) of functions u :

-integrable. The considerations above show that
-integrable. Thus, it is enough to show that

f € trr(S) ,

g € tr"(S).

S-+C, ?): E+C is B
u and a are locally Fn

I *d,B(f,.)

I *d,B(.,e)

I *fdpu'

B(u , .)(g) udB(.,9), g € tr"(S) ,

and since u is locally pu-inhegrable, it, follows that B(u , .) : u . lta .

By assumption (u , u) is B-integrable, thus a e Sl(B(u , . )) . Again by
the result of Bourbaki [2, p.47], we get ua e 91"(p") and

B(u,u) : I ud'B(u,.) [ urapu.
JJ

On the other hand, suppose the functions tz :,S - C, u : B ---> C are
locally pr-integrable and uu e 91"(1t") . It follows from the considerations
made above that

u € gL1r!") 
, a € slc?tb)

Thus, the theorem is proved if we

Ird,B(u,.) 
: .[ "udpu.

Since the Radon measure B(u, . ) is defined by the relation

.[ 
,dB(u,.)

it is enough to show that

-[ 
,d,B(u,.) - f ul)dtru

:f

show that

: 
-[ "d'B(''u)

By symmetry

Alsointhis case wehave B(u, .) : u . pa. Byassumption ua e 91"(pu) .

Thus, using the result of Bourbaki 12, p. 471we geb a e Sr"1A1u , .11 and
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IL a dpu

The theorem is proved.

5. An application to orthogonnl,try scattered, aector measures. In this chapter
l/ sta-nds for a Hilbert space with complex scalars. Moreover, by ( . | .)
we denote the inner product and by ll . ll the norm of ä .

Let A be an arbitrary set and let I be a semiring (or a pre-ring) of
subsets of A . We recall that Masani 14, pp. 63 - 641 defined an orthogonally
scattered vector measure (with values in a Hilbert space) as a completely
additive set function p i g -> 1/ such that

Q,@r)lP@r)): o forall Ar,Aze9, ArnAz: g

(see also the definition given by Sundaresan and Woyczynski [8, p. 3a5]).
In this section we define an orthogonally scattered vector valued Radon

mea,sure (with values in a Hilbert space) and give two characterizations of
such vector measures. Moreover, we show that Masani's basic results for
orthogonally scattered vector measures can be proved for orthogonally
scattered vector valued Radon me&sures by using the results concerning
bimeasures B : ld 

"(S) 
x /d 

"(S) 
---> C with the property supp "B C /, *,

proved in Section 4.

First we recall some results and definitions concerning vector measures

with values in a Hilbert space and their integration. For the details see

Thomas [9, pp. 65-82] or onr paper [7, pp. 15-17].
A continuous linear mapping p: ff"(B)--->H is called an H-aalueil

aector measure on S or a uector rneclsure on S wi,th aalues in H . If p
is an ä-valued vector me&sure on B , then we denote bV gL\r) the set of
all p-integrable functions.

Definition 18. Let p bean H-aalueil,aectormeasureon S. Then
the (continuous) bili,near form B : /{ 

"(S) 
x :t 

"(S) 
---> C

B(f ,s): (p(f)lp@)), f ,0 eff"(S),

is calleil the bimeasure ileftnd, bg p .

Before stating the following lemma, which is due to Thomas [9, p. l0l],
we recall that a function /: B + C is said to be a Borel function, if f-t(G)
is a Borel set in B for all open sets G C C .

Lemma 19. If p isan H-aalued,aectormeasuresn S, theneuery
Borel functi,on f : B + C w'i,th compact supltort i,s p-integrable.

The following result is proved in our paper [7, pp.29-30] by using
a different terminology, i.e., we considered there stochastic measures and
their covariance bimeasures instead of vector measures with values in

I , d,B(u , )- t
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a Hilbert spa,ce and bimeasures defined by these vector measures. The
difference is only terminological.

Before stating the lemma we rema,rk that for an f/-valued vector
measure p we have

[\ap.n forall f esL4i.
J

L e m m a 20. Let p be an E-aalueil, aector measure on B and' Let

f : B-->C, g: S--->C be p-i,ntegrablefuncti,ons. If B isthebimeasure
d,efi,neil, by p , then the pair (f , g) is B-i,ntegrable and'

B(r,s) : ([rurll rrr)
Now we go on to the case of orthogonally scattered vector measures.

Definition 21. An H-aa,lued,aectormeasure p on S iscull,ed,

orth,ogonally scattered,,'if

@ff)lp@)): o

for al,l, f ,g e tr"(S) such thnt supp,f n supp I : b .

Next, we give two characterizations of orthogonally scattered vector
mesures.

Theorem 22. Let p, bean H-aalueilaectorn'Ledsureon B anillet
B be the b'imeasure d,efi,ned, by p . Then y.t, 'i,s orthogonally scattereil if aril onlg
i/ supp B C lsxs .

Proof. Suppose p is an orthogonally scattered. vector me&sure on B
with values in H . If ö,s' €8, s + s', then there exist, relatively
compact open sets G1 ,Gz C B such that (s ,s') eGrxGrC Bx8\lr*5.
Moreover, since p is orthogonally scattered, we get

Ei",r", : o .

Thus, (s,s') eSxB\suppB, which proves that

supp"B C ls*r.
On the other hand, suppose p is an I/-valued vector me&sure on B

such that, the bimeasure B defined by p satisfies the condition
suppBClr,r.It f ,g eff"(S) aresuchthat supp"f nsuppg:4,
then (/OF)(s,s) :0 forall seB. Thus,byLemma4,

}'ff) I p@) : Bff ,A) : o;

which proyes that p is orthogonally scattered.
The theorem is proved.
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Theorem 28. An H-aalued,aectormeasure p. on B isorthagonally
scattered, i,f and, only if

(f x''q''dp

for all, relatiaely compact Borel sets Ar, A, C S such that At n A, : A .

Proof . Leb B be the bimeasure defined by p . Suppose AL, Az C B
are relatively compact Borel sets. By Lemma 19 we have Xe,, f,,^, e gtc@) .

Moreover, by Lemma 20

I xn,dp) : o

I xn, dp) - B(x,e, , xe,)(f x'e'dp

Thus, the theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 22 and Theorem 15.

The following theorem is one of the main results in this paper. It is
analogous to Theorem 5.9 of Masani [4].

X'or the theorem we recall that 92"(u) is the closure of tr 
"(S) 

in the
space 3

el@) : {/: B -c llrl'(fl\ ( oo };
the topology of 92"Q') is the locally convex topology defined by the semi-
norm Nr,"(f) : Wf lfl\tt' , f egZb'). Moreover, the space SLfu) is
the closure of ld 

"(S) 
in the space a

s'cfu) : {f: B->cl p'(lfD ( m};
the topology of gt@) is the locally convex topology defined by the semi-
norm Nl,r$):t'lfl), f e9'"(p).

T h e o r e m 24. Let p be an orthogonall'g scattered' H-aalued' aector

rnedsure on S . Then there erists a uni,que Rad,on nxeasure v on B such that

Q'ff)lp@) - ,ff|)
fo,
i.e.,

f>
( 14)

fo,

tf ff)

ell_ tr, g e /{ c$) . The Radon rnensure

u(f) : v(f) fo, a,ll f e tr r(S) and
0 . Iurthermore,

'y 'i,s real-aalued a;Ld positiue,

v(f)

all f :8-> R4-

lrl'(f')'t'
sLki : s?(r) a,nd

.[ ,or) : f rsd,

u {.o} ,

({ rd*

fo, all f ,g e gL"Qr)

3 tr'or the details see Bourl"raki [2, pp. 7-g];
4 For the details see Thomas [9, pp. 65-67]

note ttre terminological clifference.
or our paper [7, pp. 15- 16].
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Proof , The existence and uniqueness of the Radon measure

u: /d"(B)--->C with the PropertY

fu(f) lp@)) : 41il, f ,g e tr"(s),
follows from Theorem 22 and Theorem 14.

Let f e ff 
"(B) 

and let t/ C B be an Qpen relatively compact set

containing supp"f . Then there exists a continiious function g : B -+ [0 , l]
such that suppg C U and g(s) : I when s esupp/. It follows that

@ff) I tr(s)) : v(f s) : 4fl .

On the other hand

u(f) : ,(s f) : Qr@ I t ff)) - Qr(f) I p@)) ,

which proves that v is real-valued.
Moreover,forall f etrr(S),f >0; wehave

v(f) :,(ftt' ftt') : 7t(ftt') I t fftlt))

which proves that v is positive.
Next we show that the relation (14) is valid.
Suppose f e,{+(S). Then

lrl'(f')- sup lrl&): sup sup lr@l
o<h<12 0<n1l' lsllh

tr e ;{ 
"1s1 

tr e ;{ 
"1s1 

s e ff c$)

: sup lr(g)l .

lsl{,t'
eeffc$)

0n the other hand

I'c'(f) - sup ll,"(g)ll : sup B(g , g)tt'
lel{t !sl{l

eeffc$) seffc$)

- sup y|gl\Ltz .

lsl(l
eeffc$)

Since

sup u(lglz)
lslll lsllt'

seffc$) suffc$)

we get

t '(f) != lrl'$')tt' .

Moreover, since y is positive we get
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la(h)l : I a(P"e h) + i, a(Im h) | < 2 t(lhl)

for all h e /d"(S). Thus

1a1'11211t2 < 1Z sup ,(lg1)'t' : 2tt2 sup ?(lSD't'
lel<l' lcl<l"

ee ffc6) ge /d6$)

= 21tz sup t(hl\uz : 2u2 p.ff) .

,!'F),
The relation (la) is thus proved. for all f e 9*6).
A straightforward calculation shows that the relation (la) is satisfied for

all /: B->-B+ u {.o} with compact support and therefore even for all
/: B+"8+ U {oo}.

The relation gLfu) : gZ@ is a direct consequence of the relation (14)
and of the definitions of the spaces S'"(p) and 92"(u)

To show that

B(f,g): IfAU, forall f,UesL@)J

it is enough to note that the assumptions stated in Theorem 17 are satisfied,
by Lemma 20, for all I , g e gtc(p)

The theorem is proved.
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